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Welcome friends!

You have successfully joined Honey’s mailing list hence you are
receiving this special newsletter. Thank you for all for joining this
exclusive group of fans, whom will receive regular updates and
special downloadable products such as this digital news
publication.

We are extremely excited to tell you about Honey’s new album,
Acceptance Of Existence! Ms Bane has been very busy
preparing for this release and is ready to embark on some
exciting new projects such as:

● A new music video
● A 7” vinyl single
● A new photo shoot
● The Honey Bane & The Undone live tour
● And many more interviews, Q&A’s and blogs…

As a subscriber, you will kept in the know and be the first to be
informed of all forthcoming events and new media.

Before we proceed further, let’s very quickly talk about what you
will find here. Honey has just taken part in an interview,
exclusively for this publication. You will get all the latest
information on the new album and get up to date with all things
Honey Bane.

So, you have recently heard the name The Undone but not exactly sure what it is. Yes, it is a track from the
album, but it is also the name of Honey’s new live outfit!  So she can start touring this summer, Honey
decided to put together a band of talented musicians. After carefully selecting the right guys for the job,
Honey is pleased to announce her band as follows:

● Honey Bane - Vocals
● Jon Bass - Bass Guitars
● Adam Walsh - Drums
● Andrea Longo - Guitars

It has been a roller coaster ride finding the right candidates that can meet Honey’s unique style, but Ms
Bane is now happy with the live set she has and can’t wait to get performing for all of her fans again.



Acceptance of Existence has been a long time coming.  Are you excited that it is finally getting the
release it deserves?
Yes! It's been a long time coming, partly due to people promising to release it and then doing nothing about
it!  Punkerama has really come through for me.

Can you tell us how the album came to be? When did you decide to make it and whom with?
I decided to do it in 1997 and recorded 4 tracks. Then a change in life circumstances had me put it on hold.
I was having more children and my then marriage took me overseas to both Japan and America.
But my experiences during those times were my inspiration to finish the album. I worked alone with a good
friend Mickey Howard who had a small but great studio.
I returned to London in 2006 and finished the album between 2007 and 2009, I then returned to live
Stateside until I came back end of 2012.

Was it a hard record to make?
 I was recording as I was writing the trax. I often worked through the night to get things done. It was
demanding and intense because it is such a personal album, it was like going through an exorcism over
and over again.
It was so worth it though.

Please tell us about "The Right Thing To Do!" One of the best album openers of the last twenty
years!!!
The Right Thing To Do was an experimental soundscape. I went to the vocal microphone and we recorded
my free form lyrics. It was totally improvised, in the moment. It was the irony I saw in a crazy world, a circus
of self destruction. I kind of turned it all in on myself, some of the madness I'd felt in some very dark places
I'd been. I saw that humour still exists even in the damndest situations. It was what I call a light bulb
moment!

Other than the final track list, I'm sure fans are interested in any other session material... Were there
many track changes? Are there any tracks that didn't make the final album cut?
It was such an inspiring time in that I was in total charge of my creativity and self expression.
One song that didn't make the album was (Alice In Thunderland) I just didn't have time to finish it.
Another song that made the album was (Undone) but it was never intended as it was to become lyrically.
We had got this great groove going and I spent hours trying to make the lyrics I wanted to use work with it.
It was a few hours of total frustration, I tried everything and then suddenly I said "these lyrics are not meant
for it" then the song chose me! Suddenly the lyrics came thick and fast only it was as if I were channeling
Shakespeare. Suddenly (Undone) was no longer undone! No more lyric changes, it was written lyrically in
10 minutes and when I went to perform it, it was everything it should have been and then plus some. It
fitted perfectly, this was the song that chose itself and now I was excited.

Tell us about the album's cover and artwork?
The cover needed as much meaning as the album. The young model (a reflection of my younger self)
represents the babe in the woods, innocent and naive. Out to discover all of what life means as she holds
her crystal ball that reflects who she will become in life one day. The wooden pentagram hangs from a tall
tree by a rope, she's protected. Nomatter what life in the future might throw at her she'll be a survivor.
Trusting in the highest of spiritual guidance she will find her acceptance of existence. First she will have to
grow in her knowledge and gain wisdom. She will travel many paths and experience light and dark and the
mysteries of the shaddows. She will flourish at one with the universe and the power of the moon will also
guide and protect her. She will fulfill what she came here for and be one who guides other lost souls until
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they too are found. And
finally! She will come into
her own and this child will
be me… Who I am today.

Do you plan on releasing
a single from the album?
I hope at the very least to
also release a traditional 7"
vinyl single. It's a possibility
but unconfirmed as yet.
Fingers crossed guys if it's
collectable vinyl you're
after.

Will there be a video?
Yes! If the 7" vinyl goes
ahead, there will also be a
video.

Factually, this is the first
official Honey Bane
album, how does it feel to
finally have the album
out?
 It feels great to finally have
an actual album out there. I
really get to show everyone
exactly what I'm about and
what kind of artist I am. I
had little (if any) creative control over my material during my EMI days, and with this album I had total
creative control. It was very liberating.

How do you think you have evolved between Turn Me On and
Acceptance of Existence. Do you feel a different person? Do you feel
a different artist?
I am a different person! I'm not a chained up child anymore. This is very
much reflected in the music and lyrics. I believe I am now the artist I was
always meant to be, and all it took was the freedom to be myself.
What hasn't changed is the fight in me! I have always been up against one
thing or another my whole life, and I don't see that ever changing. As long
as I can vent through music I'll be okay. It's always been my therapy.

In the liner notes you state the album was recorded over a period of
several years. Did you need to take a break and go back to the
record?
I think I may have already addressed this question earlier on in this
interview. I recorded 4 of the songs back in 97 and the rest between 2007
and 2009. Between 97 and 2002 I had 3 more children, was married in
2000, divorced in 2006 and lived in Japan, and all over America.

For those who have never heard a teaser from the album, what can
they expect?
Attitude and Intelligence, and a whole range of emotions.

Honey on a recent trip to Paris



How did making the album come about? What triggered the
process and ideas?
 I think I've covered this elsewhere. I was fortunate that I had a good
recording studio at my disposal and no time constraints. This allowed
me to record as I wrote, so it was all very fluid and inspired.

What can fans expect from Honey Bane in the not so distant
future?
 I have a new band (The Undone) and we begin rehearsals in April
2015. So fans can expect to see me playing live this summer at a
venue somewhere near them. I also hope to begin working on a new
album in the near future. Plus I have more acting roles on the horizon.

Will another album follow soon?
I certainly hope so.

The stripped-back raw sound of the album
is reflected in Honey’s image these days.



Honey’s long awaited album
is coming to compact disc in
the next couple of weeks.
Punkerama Records will be
taking care of the release,
packaging this album in a
deluxe digipak format.

Honey has worked closely
with her designer on the
albums artwork which
features Honey’s daughter on
the cover. As she explained
earlier; “The cover needed as
much meaning as the album.
The young model (a
reflection of my younger self)
represents the babe in the
woods, innocent and naive.
Out to discover all of what life
means as she holds her
crystal ball that reflects who
she will become in life one
day.

The wooden pentagram
hangs from a tall tree by a
rope, she's protected.
Nomatter what life in the
future might throw at her
she'll be a survivor. Trusting in the highest of spiritual guidance she will find her acceptance of existence.”

The album was produced by Honey and Micky Howard and the track list is as follows:

1. The Right Thing To Do!
2. Downthing
3. Where Has Everybody Gone
4. Who’s Hell Am I In
5. Violence Grew
6. Ya Got Me All Wrong (Naked Version)
7. Undone
8. This Ain’t Reality
9. The Bomb

10. Don’t Tell Me (It Doesn’t Matter)
11. How About This
12. Ya Got Me All Wrong (Dressed)

You should already be familiar with Fatal Microbes classic, Violence Grows, which appears on the album
fully updated under the new guise Violence Grew. Fans should also have heard Downthing/Ya Got Me All
Wrong, Honey’s 2006 single released by Handy 4 on 7” vinyl.

Keep visiting Honey’s official website and facebook pages for information on a release date and how to
order your copy.


